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Australian Infectious Diseases Genomics and Precision Medicine Alliance 
 
Why include Infectious Diseases in the Genomics Health Mission?  
Infectious Diseases (ID) and the burgeoning crisis of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) represents one of the 
greatest threats to human health and socioeconomic prosperity, with a particular impact on resource-limited 
countries, Indigenous populations and other vulnerable groups. Unaddressed, these threats will increase 
substantially in coming decades, amplified by expanding human population density and ecological 
disturbance. Our Indigenous communities, the young, pregnant women and the elderly are affected 
disproportionately. AMR also threatens the safety and quality of healthcare more generally, as we rely on 
effective antimicrobials for life-saving treatments - in intensive care, surgery, organ transplants, neonatal care 
and during cancer chemotherapy. 
 
Genomics is a game-changer in reducing the burden of infectious diseases and AMR by enabling innovative, 
real-time precision public health/communicable disease control and precision infectious diseases medicine. 
Indeed, genomics constitutes a paradigm shift in ID diagnostics and management, as we inevitably transition 
from traditional microbial culture-based methods to direct, rapid sequencing of individual pathogens -with 
future prospects of characterising all likely pathogens (the “infectome”), all drug resistance elements (the 
“resistome”), as well as the human microbiome in clinical samples. There are ethical challenges with more 
invasive disease surveillance, the benefits of which will only be realised with public collaboration and trust. 
 
What is included in ID genomics? 

• Communicable diseases/precision public health: High-resolution surveillance, and rapid and precise 
tracking of outbreaks and epidemics leading to faster and more effective public health action.  

• Precision ID medicine: Identifying microbial and host determinants of disease severity, treatment 
selection and response to therapy. Enabling human genetic variation to predict susceptibility to 
infectious diseases and tailor preventative strategies. The human microbiome is now recognized as a 
key “body organ”. Characterising, nurturing and protecting a healthy microbiome, as well as reversing 
its disruption, introduces a whole new dimension to human health. This is particularly relevant to ID as 
the microbiome, which includes bacteria, viruses and fungi, can protect against infection, adversely 
impact on immune system function, provide a source of disease agents and amplify and spread AMR.    

 
What important challenges are unique to ID genomics compared with other human diseases?  

• Synthesis of multi-dimensional genomic, clinical and epidemiological data requires novel data models 
and analytical approaches based on mission-critical (i.e. urgent/real-time) comparisons with local, 
national and global databases to detect, understand and manage public health threats. 

• Pandemic/epidemic infectious diseases have the capacity for high-impact disruption of national and 
regional infrastructures. The dynamic nature of ID risks means that proactive surveillance is key.  

• For individual patients, an imperative for infectious diseases compared with, say, cancer, is speed - the 
critical need for rapid information to inform therapy. Timelines to prevent mortality or progressive 
disease are measured in hours for the most severe infectious diseases, e.g. sepsis. 

• The multi-dimensional analysis of microbial genomics data with clinical and epidemiological data 
streams in a clinically actionable timeframe requires research to develop novel computational 
methods/infrastructure. These are distinct from the needs of human disease genomics. 

• Ethical, political and legal implications: ID genomics re-opens the debate on balancing the rights and 
responsibilities of an individual versus the public good. “Real-time” tracking and linking of pathogen 
genomes with epidemiological and clinical data risks individual privacy, with potential stigmatisation of 
invididuals and groups. Unresolved issues include who “owns” pathogen DNA data from individuals or 
environmental (eg food) sources. In the latter case, there may be major reputational or financial 
implications for trade. Indigenous voices will have their own priorities regarding benefits and risks, 
which must also be considered. The recent public and media reaction to the opt-out provision for the 
use of MyHealth records illustrates the extent of work to be done – including empirical ethical research 
into public attitudes and optimal communication strategies.  
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10-year deliverables on a strategic $100M investment in ID genomics in public health and precision 
medicine (including integrated infection prevention and control and AMR reduction):  

• Elimination of endemic and epidemic infectious diseases outbreaks, including a major reduction in 
preventable deaths among Indigenous Australians and other vulnerable groups  

• A 50% reduction in serious healthcare-associated and untreatable AMR infections whereby genomics 
forms the core of a multi-component infection prevention and control strategy 

• A 50% reduction in mortality from sepsis and pneumonia using advanced ID diagnostics and treatment 
that is tailored to the individual patient  

• Implementation of rapid response pipelines to identify any novel infectious agent within 24 hours 
• Optimised health systems that provide safe, effective and cost-efficient care 
• Capacity to identify, develop and implement more effective and tailored vaccines for infectious disease 

prevention  
• Establishment of an internationally-leading workforce skilled in genomic technologies, artificial 

intelligence, machine learning, health informatics, bioinformatics, and translational science  
• Realisation of multi-million dollar Australian industry growth in biotechnology, novel diagnostics, new 

therapeutics and their use, and education  
• Establishment of a robust but flexible evidence-based ethical framework, which can be applied and 

modified, if necessary, in light of new technological developments, to build public trust. 
 

 
 

A PROPOSED NATIONAL FRAMEWORK 

   

 

Time horizon 20302020

A COMMON VISION
Keep Australia safe from disease outbreaks and AMR; deliver optimal personalised patient care; build a skilled and globally competitive workforce 

Personalised Patient Care 
(improved diagnostics, 

prognostics & therapeutics)

Precision Public Health
(improved surveillance and 
better targeted responses) 

Bug/host & 
microbiome

Emerging & 
endemic infections

(including AMR) 

Innovation / Jobs
• Advanced 

biotechnology
• World-leading 

disease & infection 
control systems

• Highly efficient 
models of care

• Up-skilled workforce

Programs and projects Patient outcomes Population health Innovation /Job creation

Automated ‘One 
Health’ surveillance  & 
outbreak identification 

Personalised care 
using “infectome”, 
microbiome and 
immune Omics data

• Pathogen discovery
• Surveillance & response
• Food borne disease
• Health care infections

• Better diagnostics
• Host immune response
• Host microbiome
• Personalised treatment
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Workforce challenges  
We will need an ID workforce with expertise in infectious diseases, microbiology, epidemiology, genomic 
technologies, artificial intelligence, health informatics, bioinformatics, health economics and ethics. To build 
such expertise will require a major investment in training  via a multi-tiered national effort to: 

• Upskill existing/future microbiology, epidemiology and infection control professionals in genomics and 
integrate advances in ID genomics into existing workflows 

• Establish a network of professional bioinformaticians to develop methods and software that enables 
time-critical computational analyses in the healthcare setting 

• Support research leaders at the clinical, academic and industry nexus to guide development of new 
bioinformatics approaches and interrogate “big data” generated by ID precision genomics – to address 
research questions on a scale not yet possible  

 
Co-investment opportunities 

• State governments, whose health protection responsibilities include disease outbreaks, vaccine-
preventable and sexually transmissible diseases, hospital acquired infections and AMR. Key 
jurisdications (eg Qld, NSW, Vic, WA) have already committed funds to initiate pilot studies and 
workforce training in the area of (communicable disease) ID genomics and are likely to co-invest with 
the MRFF in genomics (and AMR) research.  There is also scope to leverage funding from Departments 
of Agriculture and Primary industries to enhance “One health” Genomics surveillance 

• Industry opportunities, including data analysis tools, better diagnostics, novel treatments, improved 
vaccine development pipelines, microbiome and host-directed therapies and strategies for 
environmental remediation 

 
Partnership opportunities in research and translation 

• NHMRC and other competitively funded grants eg. existing NHMRC Centres of Research Excellence 
• International agencies – this investment will also identify Australia as a regional and global leader in 

ID genomics, along with with Public Health England, the US CDC/FDA, EU CDC, Public Health Agency 
Canada (PHAC) and China CDC 

 
In summary 
Research investment will provide critical evidence, diagnostic tools and new treatment modalities essential 
for controlling and eradicating highly transmissible and drug-resistant diseases, as well as tracking and 
containment of outbreaks of drug-resistant infections in hospitals, other institutions, the general community 
and the food chain. We are on the cusp of being able to identify infecting microbes and their drug resistance 
profiles in a single assay, and at the same time, determine host pharmacogenomics, immune response, 
immune system vulnerability and/or dysregulation factors in an infected individual - using rapid genomics 
technologies and by understanding and manipulating the human microbiome.  
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